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Processing Requests
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The role of Site Administrator I can approve or decline schedule requests for their assigned locations.
Administrators typically setup routing rules that will direct certain requests (usually based on location)
to a Site Administrator I. That individual can then approve or decline the request when it is routed to
them. If they approve the request it will follow the routing rules and notify the next user in the approval
process. If the schedule is declined it will not route to anyone else. An email will be sent to the
"Booked By" person and also to the schedule's organization contact when it is declined.

How to Process a Request
*Note: You will receive an email when the schedule has been routed to you for approval. You can either log in
by going directly to FSDirect (fsd.schooldude.com) or by clicking on the link contained within the email. If you
click on the link, it will take you directly to the Approve Schedule Requests screen (See step 2).
1. When a schedule routes to you for approval, you can locate the request on the Home
page by clicking on the number displayed beneath Waiting Your Approval.
2. Select the schedule that you would like to approve from the drop down menu next to
Waiting Your Approval.
3. Choose the appropriate option to process the request: Approved, Cancel, Decline, or
Duplicate.

4. If you approve the request, click on Approval Note if you would like to add an internal
note which will appear on the schedule request form. If you decline a request, you have the
ability to add a Decline Reason. An email containing the Decline Reason will be sent to
the Booked By and Organization Contact when the respective boxes are checked. To
prevent the Decline reason from being sent, uncheck the boxes. Click Submit to save the
note.
5. Back on the processing screen, click the Save button.
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How to Resolve Conflicts
1. If the schedule you are reviewing conflicts with another approved/activated or
approved/pending schedule, you will see Conflict Exists on the Approve Schedule
Requests screen. Click on the Conflicts Exists link to see what event the schedule is in
conflict with.

2. You will have the option to cancel a date if needed. The system will allow you to double
book a room if you ignore the conflict warning.
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